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What’s on and when 

In this Programme you will learn about the science of habit formation, so you can master the art of

changing your own habits, and in doing so bring about long lasting sustainable change.

The sessions and schedule.

Session 1: Identifying Change – Wednesday 5th October 12.30

Session 2: Understanding your Habit (External Cues) – Wednesday 12th October 12.30

Session 3: Managing Your Thoughts (Internal Cues) – Wednesday 19th October 12.30

Session 4: Master the Repetition (Biological Cues)- Wednesday 2nd November 12.30

Session 5: Emotional Eating (Guest Special) – Wednesday 9th November 12.30

Session 6: Reward and How to Keep Going – Wednesday 16th November 12.30

Session 7: The Power of a Ritual – Wednesday 23rd November 12.30

Session 8: The End Game… There Is No End Game! – Wednesday 30th November 12.30



Resources…

▪ All resources will be emailed by the next working day. 

▪ All video and slides will be made available on the Wellbeing resources page. 

https://halsawellbeing.com/kirklees_calderdale_resourcepage/ You will receive a link to 

this in your email. 

▪ If you are late – still come. If you have to leave early – still come. If you miss a session –

catch up. Together we can make change happen. 

▪ You will need a notebook. Keep writing as much as you can! Journal your wins, reflections 

and learnings each week. 

https://halsawellbeing.com/kirklees_calderdale_resourcepage/


Do you see yourself as an “Emotional Eater”?              

What time of day are you most likely to Emotionally Eat?

What emotion typically drives you to Emotionally Eat?

What cravings do you have when you Emotionally Eat?



Overview
What is Emotional Eating?

Looking at Emotional Eating differently

Emotional Eating Triggers

Transforming Unwanted Habits

Why Emotional Eating works

The Psychology behind Emotional Eating

The Hidden Message in Emotional Eating

Tips for Emotional Eating in the moment

Longer Term Strategies – Food for thought



How would 
you define 
Emotional 
Eating?

Emotional Eating



Emotional Eating is the act of consuming food, not because 
we're biologically hungry, but because we're using food to soothe 
our emotional needs.

Marc David – Founder – Institute for the Psychology of Eating

Defining Emotional Eating 

Emotional eating is the practice of consuming large quantities of 

food -- usually "comfort" or junk foods -- in response to feelings 

instead of hunger. Experts estimate that 75% of overeating is 

caused by emotions.
medicinenet.com



When you think about Emotional Eating 

Emotional Eating

What words

spring to mind?

What emotions

spring to mind?



o a PROBLEM

o the ENEMY

o something to FIGHT

o ….to ATTACK

o ….to CONTROL

o … to OVERCOME

o ….to DOMINATE

Most people see Emotional Eating as:

o a GUILTY SECRET

o something’s WRONG WITH ME

o I’m a BAD person

o I’ve got no WILLPOWER

o I’m WEAK

o Why do I DO this?

o How do I STOP this?

It can be easy to label ourselves as an ‘Emotional Eater’ 

Adopting this label as part of our IDENTITY isn’t helpful

Nor is it factually true…

Emotional Eating is a BEHAVIOUR & behaviours can be changed



Looking at 
emotional 
eating 
differently

Emotional Eating



What if we knew that… 

• Emotional Eating is not the problem – it’s a ‘symptom’ of something else that’s 
trying to attract our attention

• Stress, loneliness, boredom, feeling unfulfilled in our lives, hate my job…

• It has something to teach us

• No matter what challenge we face with food, it’s here to help us 

• Grow

• Learn

• Heal 

• Transform

• It’s here to help us become the best version of ourselves

Looking at emotional eating differently…

Our job is to learn how to listen to emotional eating, 

to welcome it and discover what it’s here to teach us



Perhaps the most intimate relationship 

we’ll ever have, is not with another person.

Instead, it’s with ourselves - with our 

bodies and our food.

It’s time to: 

Stop FIGHTING

Start LISTENING 



Using food to soothe our emotional needs gives us:

• A moment of peace and pleasure

• We feel better

• Temporary relief 

• Need more… “2 biscuits is never enough”

The impact of Emotional Eating

But soon afterwards we may:

• Feel guilty

• Feel ashamed

• Self-judgment kicks in

• Feel overly full & heavy

• Bloated / digestive issues

• Stress over potential / real weight gain 

• And the emotional ‘issue’ is still there



What 
triggers 
emotional 
eating?

Emotional Eating



• Boredom

• Stress

• Anger

• Frustration

• Fear

• Sadness

• Grief

• Fatigue

• Loneliness

• Hassles of daily life

• Kids playing up

• Worrying

What triggers Emotional Eating?

• Bad day at work

• Feeling overwhelmed

• Nothing to look forward to

• Disappointments or setbacks

• Financial pressures

• Relationship issues 

• Health problems

• Family tensions

• To rewarding yourself

• To distract yourself

• To calm or soothe yourself

• Feeling scattered

Whatever the trigger,

the end result is often 

the same…

The effect is 

temporary…

The emotions 

return…



Emotional Eating - the mood-food-cycle 

Emotional 
Trigger

Emotional 
Eating

Temporary 
Relief

Need 
More

Feel 

Bad

Feeling stressed, fed up, frazzled

Bad day at work

Kids playing up

Hubby in a mood…again

Put the kettle on

Reach for the biscuit tin

I’ve just have two

Oh I’ll just eat these broken 

ones…

Zone out 

Feel better

Another 2 biscuits…

Oh I might as well finish 

what’s in the tin…

I’ve blown in…might as well 

have some ice-cream…

Why did I do that?

Feel heavy in body 

mind and spirit…

Low energy

Lethargy

Demotivated…

What’s wrong with 

me?



• Understand the habit

• Get curious about it

• Welcome it

• Make friends with it

• Learn from it

• Discover the ‘brilliant reasons’ behind it

• Uncover the hidden wisdom – what it’s trying to teach you

Transforming any unwanted habit

Every unwanted behaviour has a hidden wisdom to it

Once we uncover that wisdom, we’re on our way to 

transformation and freedom



• It’s a brilliant strategy!

• It starts in infancy

• Feel bad, 

• Get food, 

• Feel better

• Food naturally regulates our emotions

• We’ve known this forever

• It’s hard wired into our DNA

• We’re all emotional eaters!

The brilliant wisdom behind Emotional Eating



• Food is touch

• Food is warmth

• Food is attention

• Food is connection

• Food is safety

• Food is intimacy

• Food is love

The brilliant wisdom behind Emotional Eating

It’s a genetic memory, a cellular memory, a neurological memory

‘Feel bad, eat food, feel better’



We turn to food for emotional regulation

It works

It’s perfectly safe

It’s reliable

It’s a natural response 

Food naturally regulates our emotions

It has a genetic & scientific basis

It’s a perfectly reasonable strategy



• You are not weak willed

• You’re not lacking in self control

• You’re not a failure

• There’s nothing ‘wrong’ with you

• Nothing to feel ashamed about

• Let go of the guilt

• …the self attacking

• …the self judging

• …the fight

What this means…

Every human throughout 

history has used food to 

regulate their emotions

It’s arguably a brilliant strategy 

Focusing on FALSE 

CONCLUSIONS gives the 

unwanted habit more power 

and more momentum



Imagine what UNEMOTIONAL EATING would look like?



A term psychologists use to describe that part of us that 

Wants What I Want When I Want It!

The psychology behind ’immediate gratification’

The mind of a child is all about the 

present moment…

They want what they want when 

they want it!

That child is still somewhere inside 

of us…we want what we want when 

we want it…

Our job, as an adult, is to let the 

adult voice within us decide how to 

manage that part of us that wants 

immediate gratification 



Usually it’s asking us to pay attention…

• to the underlying emotional issue  

• to what’s ‘really going on’ in our lives

• to explore what’s happening in our inner world – thoughts, feelings

• to where we might need to make an important life change

• to what’s good in our lives – rather than what’s wrong 

• to where we might be holding back in some way

• to the quality of our relationships

• to the quality of our communications – speaking our truth

• to where we need to step up and grow as a person

What’s the hidden message in emotional eating?



• Sometimes growth can be difficult… it can also be transformational

• It takes commitment 

• Maybe some courage…some humility…some honesty

• Our relationship with food and our bodies is often an area that requires growth

• Learning how to nourish and care for yourself

• Growth is all about raising self awareness

• Learning who you truly are – what makes you unique and special

• Feeling comfortable in your own skin

• It’s a practice - Trial and error – learning from mistakes and successes

• Tapping into your true potential 

• Becoming the best version of you  

Emotional Eating is all about Growing



In the moment

Tips for Emotional Eating 



Be a scientist…



• Be aware that you may be about to eat emotionally –

• ie you may be about to eat, not because you’re biologically hungry, but because 
you’re using food to soothe your emotional needs

• Observe yourself – be your own scientist – you as the lab-rat

• Acknowledge what’s happening 

• Acknowledge what you’re craving

• Identify the emotion you’re experiencing 

• Identify the trigger 

• Acknowledge that emotional eating is one way you can regulate your 
emotions…and that it’s a clever strategy… without judgement

• This tip is a practice in simply noticing and taking note

• A pattern may emerge which you can learn from

Tip 1: Notice & Take Note



• Ask yourself ‘What else?”

• What else can help me soothe my feeling and emotions in this moment?

• Favourite music

• Walk in nature

• Inspiring reading / podcast

• Move your body

• Call a friend

• Give yourself a hand massage

• This tip is a practice to learn how to delay the instant gratification
of eating and replace it something else that works for you

• Emotional eating is often an unconscious and automatic habit. 

• To bring about a change, the aim here is to introduce conscious awareness & choice

• It’s that simple. Not always easy. But it’s a simple tactic. And it works

Tip 2: Ask “What Else?”

• Write it out / journal

• Cuddle your dog or cat

• Take a shower or bath

• Sit in your garden

• Anything else that works for you

• Create your own ‘What Else?’ list



• Often we’re in a stress response when we’re about to emotionally eat  

• The ‘fight or flight’ response / sympathetic nervous system dominance

• Reaching for food is an effective way to calm the nervous system

• Pause and take a few long slow deep breaths – 3, 5 or 10 breaths

• Breathing in this way can change our physiological state from “fight or flight” to the 
“relaxation” response

• Make the outbreath longer than the inbreath speeds up the process of relaxation

• It takes less than a minute

• Changing our emotional state can help us let go of the need to reach for food

• This tip is a practice that empowers you to literally change your neuro 
chemistry in the moment through the power of your breath

Tip 3: Pause & Breathe



• If you choose to reach for food – make it a conscious choice

• Say to yourself silently or out loud & using your name:
“Rebecca - I am choosing to do this”

• Enjoy whatever you choose to eat

• Some people emotionally eat and feel bad whilst they’re doing it

• So they don’t get the benefits or the pleasure from the food

• If you’re going to eat you may as well enjoy it and get pleasure from it

• This tip is a practice in strengthening your “choosing muscle”

• When you choose to do the thing that you’re going to do anyway, you're being 
honest and congruent with yourself

Tip 4: Choose & Enjoy



• If you choose to reach for food, forgive yourself

• Stop the self attack

• Let go of the judgements and unkind words

• Speak to yourself as if you are your very best friend (because you are)

• Punishment, bullying and fighting yourself doesn’t work

• Emotional Eating is always asking us to love ourselves into change and 
transformation – not hate ourselves into it

• This tip is a practice in forgiving and not punishing yourself 

• Bullying doesn’t help you to grow, heal or transform

• Forgiveness and self kindness absolutely does

Tip 5: Forgive yourself if you emotionally eat



1. Notice and Take Note

2. Ask “What Else?”

3. Pause & Breathe

4. Choose & Enjoy

5. Forgive Yourself 

It’s a 

PRACTICE, 

not a PERFECT

Summary: 5 Tips for Emotional Eating in the moment



A broader ‘life lessons’ perspective

Sparking your interest

Big topics but if you had time to 

Longer Term Strategies



• Understand the pattern around emotional eating triggers 
• What lessons can you learn here? 

• What actions can you take in response? 

• What are the hidden messages for you? 

• What is emotional eating trying to teach you?

• Develop your relationship with your body and food
• Educate yourself on how to truly nourish your body and mind

• Learn how to really enjoy your food - at meal times

• Learn to eat only when you’re hungry

• We need to experience hunger to experience true satiation

• Learn how to relax more & build more ease into your life

• Less stress, less emotional triggers, less emotional eating

• Understand that stress is a choice

• Easeful living is a habit that can be developed

Food for thought…



• Find ways to experience and process all your emotions – good and bad

• Create a pleasure inventory and do more of what’s on your list

• Focus on what’s good in your life…develop an attitude of gratitude

• Focus on finding the thing you’ve discovered your lacking & take action on that – a 
baby step is a good place to start…

• I’m eating because I’m going through a painful divorce and I’m lonely…
• Join a book club…a walking group…a singing group…a yoga class

• What hobbies have you always wanted to try?

• Reconnect with a friend/s you haven’t talked to in a while

• Focus on growing into what you’re lacking

• Remember it’s a ‘Practice’, not a ‘Perfect’

Food for thought…



Resources to help…

Podcasts

• Psychology of Eating – Marc David

• Yogahealer – Cate Stillman

• Feel Better, Live More – Dr Rangan Chatterjee

• Wake up Wind down – Niall Breslin



“The purpose of 
negative emotions 
is to make us feel 

uncomfortable enough 
to want to change and

to give us the necessary 
strength to accomplish 

transformation”

Negative emotions 



Some new 
habits to try, 
change or 
start again…



➢ Be an inspired scientist: Notice when you’re about to eat, not because 
you’re hungry, but because you’re using food to soothe your emotions. 

➢ Get curious:  What patterns do you see? Time of day? Emotional 
trigger? What foods? What can you learn from these patterns?

➢ Close your Kitchen after dinner. Make this a habit.

➢ Create your “What Else? list.

➢ Practice using the Five Tips for Emotional Eating in the Moment.

➢ Speak kindly to yourself. Self attack, punishment, fighting yourself 
don’t lead to healing or transformation. Kindness and compassion do.

Your homework for session 5 5 TIPS FOR 

EMOTIONAL EATING IN 

THE MOMENT

1. Notice & Take Note

2. Ask “What Else?”

3. Pause & Breathe

4. Choose & Enjoy

5. Forgive Yourself 

REMEMBER

Habit Change is a 

PRACTICE

NOT a PERFECT

➢ What is emotional eating trying to teach you? What is the underlying / root cause behind the 
emotion you’re seeking to soothe? What small step could you take to address the real issue?



Your Challenge should you choose to accept it! 

“Close your Kitchen” 
after dinner

OR!

Create your 
“What Else?” list

& use it the next time you 
think you might be about to 

”emotionally” eat

What Else?



Remember…

➢ Breaking an old habit or starting a new one is really difficult, but stick with 
it.  Once you have started the process, you will break through. 

➢ Focus on the process and not the outcome. 

➢ If you are not making any breakthroughs yet, revisit your habit.  Is there a 
Cornerstone habit you need to address first? 

➢ By changing Cornerstone/ Keystone habits, you can make small simple 
changes which build real momentum to changing your lifestyle habits. 

➢ Take baby steps, do not make this too hard.  Change the smallest thing and  
do it everyday. 



Next Week… 

➢ Session 6: Reward and how to keep going

➢ The same link. We will recap Session 4 & 5 next time. 



Thank You
Follow up: 

▪ Feedback/Questions to Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com

mailto:Rebecca@halsawellbeing.com


Reading List

• The Power of Habit, why we do what we do and how to change. Charles 
Duhigg, 2013

• Atomic Habits. James Clear, 2018

• The life-changing Magic of Tidying Up. Marie Kondo

• Body Thrive. Cate Stillman, 2019

• Escape the diet Trap. Dr John Briffa

• Teaching the World to Sleep. Dr David Lee


